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remains first choice - hakan9 ====== ponker I
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interesting that this was a surprise. ~~~
_curious_ I think you may be thinking of iTunes
release date (8-28-16), not the Spotify release
date (7-3-19) ~~~ mrguyorama Apple actually

released the album _before_ that ~~~
stevenwoo They were on promo Christmas

album, Artist of the Decade: U2, which I
discovered several years ago at a local store in

Mountain View, CA. It was stamped on the
album covers on the 5 and 8 track CD's and the
checkerboard have never been the same. Now I

can look forward to owning U2 albums again.
------ stevenwoo I thought this article's link here

was great too: [ usi...]( revenges-on-spotify-with-
services-investment-agreements-infographic)

------ iwwr From the moment they started
working with Disney, the quality of the

streaming library has dramatically dropped.
~~~ hajile Its not really that surprising. Disney

has streaming rights to all of their original
content. I've long had the suspicion that Disney
is more interested in advertising because most
of their new content is CGI or references older

content. ~~~ wmccullough The
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[ChattChitto RG] download pc Â·. the new
generation of eJay virtual music studio software

for PC.Rep. Mo Brooks (R-AL) admitted on
Sunday that he does not understand why

Congress has passed legislation preventing the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) from

using certain regulations to control greenhouse
gas emissions. “They’ve just passed a law,

Congress passed a law and they are taking a
role that Congress should have played,” Brooks
said on “Fox News Sunday.” “Congress should
have passed a law to say, ‘You can’t regulate

CO2.’” ADVERTISEMENT Brooks has repeatedly
fought against an EPA standard that would
control carbon pollution. House Republicans

have drafted legislation to strip the agency of its
authority to regulate greenhouse gas emissions
and price those emissions under the Clean Air
Act, which they argue is unconstitutional. On
Sunday, Brooks repeated his argument that
there is no scientific consensus on carbon

dioxide’s warming effects and that other factors
contribute to climate change. “The link between

CO2 and
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